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Minutes of Sunart Community Council 
Meeting held Thursday 10th December 2020 (7:30pm), video meeting 

 
1. Welcome and Apologies 

Apologies: Cllr A Baxter. 
 
Attending: D Anderson (DA) (Chair) J Jones (JJ) (secretary), F Christian (FC), J Hilder (JH) 
(Treasurer), E Sneddon-Hughes ESH,  
 

2. Minutes of meeting held 12th November 2020: Proposed: J Hilder, Seconded: F Christian 
Amendments:  None 
 

3. Matters arising from the previous minutes 
Police Matters: An email update was received from PC Campbell: 
Covid: The Police ask if everyone can familiarise themselves with the current guidance and 
the guidance for the Christmas period. As it stands, people should not be travelling to a Tier 
3-4 and likewise, they should not be travelling outwith the these areas unless there are 
exceptional circumstances. The Scottish Government Guidance state that no persons 
should travel to Scotland from England and vice versa, unless circumstances fall into the 
“exceptional” bracket.  Hopefully, the vaccination programme will be up and running soon. 

  
Youths: Unfortunately there have been a group of youths in the village causing some issues, 
which the Police are in the process of dealing with - banging on residents windows, shining 
lights into the windows through the night, damaging gates and pulling down signage.  PC 
Campbell will be putting a post on Facebook regarding this to highlight the issue to parents. 

  
Dogs: The Police have received a few reports of dog attacks and stray dogs in recent 
weeks. The Police wish to remind people that it is the owner’s responsibility to ensure they 
have control of their dog at all times when out in public. If your dog/s do not come back 
when called upon then they must be kept on a lead. Please ensure you know where your 
dog is at all times, as it is not acceptable for dogs to be straying and entering other 
properties; dogs must have collars on when in public and all dogs must be micro-chipped. 

  
 PC Angie Campbell and PC Joan Maciver say thank you as always for your continued 
support in what has been a very strange and challenging year!   

  
Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year to you all 

 
Heritage: Free Church Anchor – We have received the bill for the Floating Church Website 
of £61.  It was agreed to renew this and to have the website available for the future.  
 
Monument Park Drinking Water Supply: on-going. 
 
Dail Mhor House: On going.  And a reminder about the Urram public survey for the Dail 
Mhor Care Hub Concept and Vision for the site, hard copies are available at the Village 
Store, the Post Office and on line via the website http://urram.net or should anyone prefer, it 
can be completed by phone on 07517 035005.  We urge as many people as possible to 
complete the questionnaire. 

 
Longrigg Woodland:  The consultant’s report should be received before Christmas. 
 
Correspondence: Drimnatorran Cemetery – The Secretary will ask Highland Council for a 
copy of their letter to the landowners. 
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AOB: Corran Ferry – Dean Mann is the Community Council representative on the Corran 
Ferry Renewal Steering Committee, he has produced notes which are attached separately 
and will be displayed in the noticeboard and information will also be posted on the website 
and a note on the Facebook page 

 
4. Planning Matters –  

a) 20/04532/FUL Erection of salt storage building (amended application to 20/0072/FUL - 
Noted 

 
5. Correspondence 

a. 30mph Zone extension – To move the current 30mph sign to before the cattle grid would 
require a community survey and police report and take considerable time.  Therefore, in 
the first instance it was agreed to purchase two life-size police officer images to display 
at the jetty. 

b. & b2), b3) & b4) Ariundle/ Faeries route closures – Noted and information posted on 
Facebook and the website 

c. & c2) Local Government Boundaries Commission – Highland Council (HC) - Noted 
d. Tourism and Infrastructure Plan – Consultations with Community Councils – HC – Noted, 

this has been placed on Facebook 
e. Enquiry Form: P Ashburner  - Noted and passed to the Community Company 
f. Scottish Open Government Conference - Noted 
g. Petition re mobile mast in Glenborrodale - Noted 
h. K6 Phone box Polloch – A resident has approached the Community Council to ask that 

the K6 phone box in Polloch be acquired for the community and to house a defibrillator.  
As the Community Council is not allowed to own assets this has been passed to the 
Community Company to ask them to make representation to acquire the phone box in 
Polloch and also enquire about the phone box in Scotstown.  If any local residents are 
interested or willing to volunteer to maintain the phone box in Scotstown, then please 
contact the Community Council.  A resident in Polloch has already volunteered their 
services. 

i. Press Release New Guide for Campervan Waste Disposal Facilities – HC – Noted and 
secretary to ask the Cleansing Department for an additional bin 

j. CCs - COVID cross sectoral connections survey – Improvement Service - Noted 
 

6. Treasurer’s Report 
Deposit Account is £10,587.99; Current Account is £3809.73.  E Sneddon-Hughes will take 
over the Treasurer role.   

 
7. Any other Business (AoB) –  

a) Corran Ferry – See item above 
b) Christmas Fair – The Christmas Fair was very successful.  JH asked if the Community 

Council would meet half the cost of the Licence fee, which will last for three years. 
Request approved. 

 
Date of next meeting: The Sunart Community Council is scheduled for Thursday 14th January 
2021 at 7:30pm via Zoom as Covid 19 restrictions apply. 
 
You can contact the Sunart Community Council by: 
Email:  john.jones@sunartcommunitycouncil.co.uk 
Post:  Sunart Community Council, C/o Creag Ard, 5 Longrigg Road, Strontian PH36 4HY 
Website: www.sunartcommunitycouncil.co.uk 
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Notes for Sunart Community Councilef Corran Ferry Steering Committee Meeting online 
zoom 7th Dec 2020 13:00-14:15 
 
Summary Note: There are action points that should have wide community involvement, which is 
intended. However, there is now an urgency which could mean community views are missed 
without attention to the process underway. See notes at the end for Action points to consider for 
SCC. 
 
The key background factor that has put much more impetus into the Ferry renewal process is 
the opportunity to align the project with Transport of Scotland and the CMAL (Caledonian 
Maritime Assets) Small vessel replacement bid (9 vessel replacements). CMAL own 36 ferries 
31 of which are leased to CalMac. The bid involves I believe with the Corran ops. Qty 9 - 23 
vehicle capacity ferries.  
 
Note: The Corran project was for 2 x 25-vehicle ferries and it is felt that 2 x 23-vehicle ferries 
will meet the future requirements providing a 46-vehicle capacity over the current MV Corran 
28-vehicle capacity. (Current operations are 120% of planned capacity achieved by shuttling) 
 
The CMAL bid/proposal is ready to go and they seem to be keen to work with Highland Council 
having identified mutual benefits, and to add in their requirement. The advanced stage of the 
plans mean they need commitment by end February 2021. This means a relatively short 
window of opportunity exists for community involvement. 
 
In order for the project to proceed the project would need to have funding in place to cover the 
new slipway infrastructure etc. (approx. 1.6million). Here the community is seen as key in a co-
ordinated lobby capacity to Kate Forbes in particular to raise again the vital necessity of the 
ferry operations in the narrows to multiple communities in the area. (Ardnamurchan, Morvern 
and Mull in particular). Dr Michael Foxley (Ardgour CC) seems to have ongoing contact with 
Kate Forbes and is seen by the project as a key community co-ordinator along with Andrew 
Baxter. 
 
The actions in the table below, taken from the Steering Group actions document associated 
with the meeting indicate where community input is important.   

Item Agenda   

1. 
Engage with Kate Forbes MSP to discuss the opportunity for Highland Council to align our 
replacement vessels project with CMAL’s small vessel replacement programme. 
(Estimated Cost £1.6M) and to discuss all the options available for securing replacement 
ferry vessels and the preferred way forward for the service. 

 

2. Engage with Kate Forbes MSP to explore the options for engagement with the Community 
Councils and Council Officers.  

3. Arrange a meeting with TU/RP/AB/AH/MF to get feedback on the lobbying above prior to 
sending out the Scottish Government letter.  

4. Share the Corran Narrows Socio-Economic Study - Brief with Steering Group members for 
further thoughts / comments.  

5. 
Speak with the Executive Chief Officer (Infrastructure and Environment) regarding a 
potential fare increase and the requirement for local members to see any proposals prior to 
the budget paper. 

 

 
Note: the new socio-economic study requiring community input, wider than the existing study in 
scope (draft brief attached). A salient fact raised was the assertion that the communities served 
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from the Ardgour side of the narrows suffer as much as a 40% increase in the cost of living vs 
the Fort William side. The study asserting this difference was requested by one of the 
community members. 
 
Two points it was felt important to add: 
 

1. To keep any consultation with the communities quick and effective, as much 
information as possible should be provided in advance to the communities in 
order that when they are asked to engage with Kate Forbes and Council Officers, 
they have a community viewpoint established. 

2. Of key importance is that the current service is maintained properly whilst waiting 
for the new vessels. 
Note: Involvement in the CMAL program could mean the first vessels are available 
in 4 years instead of the 5 in the current project. However, there is a queue of 
vessels being built and so our position in that queue could mean that we see new 
vessels in 4 years or up to 7 years from the start of the project. (So, the perceived 
importance of the Corran narrows operations are key) 
Highland Council representatives confirmed that the money for the steering replacement 
for the Maid of Glencoul (£200k) and repairs at the Ardgour slipway (£50k) has been 
secured. However, it would be wise for the community to keep an eye on the 
commitment to the existing service whilst these replacement plans are delivered. 

 
Two other key points were raised: Fares and Back-up. 
 
Fares: Councillor Andrew Baxter was keen to ensure consultation with the communities on 
Fares took place before proposals were tabled at Council and became a fait accompli.  There 
appears to be an amount of conflict in the Council that could affect the ability for the local 
communities to influence fare decisions. This may be important as a new idea was floated 
about keeping book charges the same but significantly increasing charges to the 
tourist/campervan user. This would contrast with an across-the-board increase. The new 
ticketing system does offer more opportunities for a targeted approach to fares to cover loss of 
income (£500k to Covid-19 and estimated £100k to misuse of books of tickets) 
 
Back-up: An important point made by one of the community members asking what is the back-
up plan if the aligned bid falls through? The feedback was that the narrows operation was so 
important that the original project in some form would still have to be undertaken, though this 
might be a little vague.  
 
There is also an important report (Hi-Trans?) that is benchmarking the effective use of the 
money CMAL and the local authorities receive for ferry operations. 
 
Action Summary:  
 
The key actions for the community are in: 
 

1. Lobby effort with ferry project to Kate Forbes on importance of the ferry to the 
communities and their preferred solution in time for end Feb 2021 deadline for 
alignment with the CMAL program 

2. Contribution to the socio-economic study about the future of the crossing and the 
case for alternative approaches (Road/Bridge etc) 

3. Ensuring voice in fares decisions is heard and effective. 
 
Dean Mann 
9th Dec 2020 


